
 
Dear MBAA Member Organizations and Sponsors,


Roughly ten days ago, a matter critical to the future of business aviation at Boston’s 
Logan Airport was brought to our attention. As part of the Terminal E Modernization 
Project, Massport expressed the necessity of reclaiming ramp space from Signature 
Flight Support. This amounted to nearly 50% of Signature Logan’s current ramp space. 
Part of the Terminal E project necessitates this change for at least twelve months. 
Massport will be resurfacing multiple taxi-lanes and installing a new fuel pipeline; 
significant portions of the Signature ramp will be repurposed as taxi-lanes and 
subsequently excavated. For a period of roughly 12 months this is simply unavoidable 
and every operator at Logan will be forced to share the capacity burden. Unfortunately, 
and what concerns MBAA the most, is the potential for the ramp space seizure to 
continue beyond the anticipated length of the Terminal E Modernization Project.


MBAA’s legislative affairs team began hurriedly working with our NBAA colleagues and 
other stakeholders in an effort to regain some territory. Over the course of the last two 
weeks, we have had a significant number of meetings and tele-conferences with 
Massport and FAA representatives. It is our position that, while capacity and space are 
at significant premiums at Logan, any claims of the Signature ramp space at Logan 
beyond the 12 month period represent discriminatory treatment of business aviation 
operators and ultimately harms the Commonwealth’s economy. Moreover, throughout 
these meetings, it became quite clear that little planning was done with respect to the 
residual effects and runoff that Hanscom Field will bear.


As of this Monday, 21 OCT 2019, Signature Flight Support at Logan Airport (KBOS) will 
require a reservation. These reservations come in 4 hour slots. As operators, you will 
be able to reserve a four hour slot for your aircraft to “own” a pavement parking spot 
(assuming there is space available). The stacking of parking spot reservations back-to-
back is prohibited and remain-over-night parking is currently not being accepted. 
Reservations can be made up to 10 days in advance, but require at least a 4 hour 
PPR. Reservations can be obtained by calling Signature Boston. The following is 
the actual NOTAM text:


	 !BOS 10/320 (KBOS A0708/19) BOS APRON GA RAMP CLSD EXC MIL OPS 	 	
	 AND LIFE FLT AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 4 HR PPR 617-561-2500 	 	 	
	 1910210400-2312310400 

There will be significant operational complexity introduced into the Greater Boston 
aviation ecosystem as a result of this policy. We expect Hanscom to see a significant 

Operational Notice 
Boston Logan Parking Reduction



uptick in traffic. Additionally, pending weather, repositioning flights between Hanscom 
and Logan could experience significant delays.


MBAA, alongside NBAA, remains committed to fighting the long-term seizure of 
parking at Logan Airport and is working to garner compensation for the operators 
whom are inconvenienced by this policy shift (fee schedule reductions). Additionally, 
MBAA will liaise with the FAA to lobby for increased infrastructure spending at 
Hanscom in order to handle the excess traffic.


Please do not hesitate to reach out with any concerns you may have about these 
upcoming changes. Concerns may be directed to either russel.arena57@gmail.com or 
massbizav@gmail.com
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